1. Montepaschi Siena (Italy), coach Simone Pianigiani

2. Panathinaikos Athens (Greece), coach Zeljko Obradovic

3. Barcelona (Spain), coach Xavi Pascual

4. Real Madrid (Spain), coach Pablo Laso

5. Unicaja Malaga (Spain), coach Chus Mateo

6. Fenerbahce/Ulker (Turkey), coach Neven Spahija

7. Olimpia Milano (Italy), coach Sergio Scariolo

8. Virtus Roma (Italy), coach Lino Lardo

9. Unics Kazan (Russia), coach Evgheny Pashutin

10. CSKA Moscow (Russia), coach Jonas Kazlauskas
1. Montepaschi Siena, Diamond set Low Post option
2. Panathinaikos Athens, Box set play
3. Barcelona – Side Pick n’ Roll play
4. Real Madrid – Quick hitter
5. Unicaja Malaga – 1-3-1 set play
6. Fenerbahce/Ulker – Hand off to Middle Pick n’ Roll play
7. Olimpia Milano – Low post play for small forward
8. Virtus Roma – Box set play
9. Unics Kazan – Middle Pick n’ Roll play
10. CSKA Moscow – Play vs. 3-2 Zone